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Choppy Waters Ahead
The supply chain just keeps getting worse.

Lots of experimentation with government programs.
A possible tax increase on real estate.
Significant inflation for the next year.

Enormous pent up demand.
Reduction in demand for “COVID-related" goods and services.

Lots of volatility ahead.
Stap on your seat belt, hold on tight and enjoy the ride!



Today’s Topics

• The outlook for job growth

• The outlook for inflation

• How long will interest rates stay low?

• Are cap rates headed higher or lower?

• The ‘Bernoulli Principle’ on cap rates

• Why is CRE still a favored asset class?

• Tax reform impact on CRE

• The outlook for suburban and small town demand

• Is there a housing bubble?



How Long to Recover Jobs?
from 2001 to 2020

31 months

Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

47 months

77 months

We are still missing 9 million jobs



Initial Claims for Unemployment

Trend Look Good !

Fact is that MANY more people are still losing their job
than the recessions of 1981, 2002 and 2009.



Employment Recovery

Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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-22.3 million
in 2 months

+ 11 million
in 4 months

+ 1.3 million
in 5 months

+ 1.8 million
in 4 months

Still short 8.2 million jobs
Averaging 344,000 per month in 2021
Will take another 23 months to get back.
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Americans Are Saving Heavily

Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Pent Up Demand Will Stir 
Temporary Inflation

• Higher gasoline prices

• Higher rates for hotels

• Higher prices for airline tickets

• Higher college tuition and housing cost

• Higher prices in restaurants

• Cheaper US dollar makes all imports cost more



Shipping Costs are Skyrocketing



Two Paths to Inflation



Path Number One:
There is excess demand over a long period of years 

that creates sustained shortages

In the 1960’s and 1970’s, inflation was caused by:  
a)  Shortages of oil and gasoline
b) Domestic labor market that was heavily unionized

When Reagan broke the labor unions in 1982, that was the 
end of inflation.

In 2021, you can’t have sustained inflation unless:
1) Print money continuously and make people spend it
2) Shut off all imports, or put on punitive tariffs
3) Shut off globalization and off-shoring
4) Communist revolution in China “purification” that closes 

the country



Path Number Two:
What happens when the “medicine” stops working?

Government announces new round of lower interest rates, more 
stimulus and huge deficit spending on infrastructure:

Stock market falls
Value of the dollar falls

People no longer want to own dollars
Gold and bitcoin prices skyrocket

People withdraw savings and buy hard assets
Money flows out of America to other countries

Prices of everything we buy skyrockets



Interest Rates Low for a Long Time
Fed Funds Rate Stayed at Zero for 7 Years

Source:  St. Louis Federal Reserve

December 2009 December 2016



Fed Policy Explained by Powell

Powell said that the Fed would begin to slow the pace of its bond 
purchases “well before” raising interest rates.

The Fed has been buying at least $120 billion a month of Treasury debt 
and MBS since June 2020.

In December 2020, Powell said the economy must make ‘substantial 
further progress’ toward its goals of maximum employment and 2% 
inflation before it scales back bond purchases.

“We will taper asset purchases when we’ve made substantial further 
progress toward our goals.”

The Fed has said it would hold rates near zero until it sees the labor 
market return to full employment and inflation rise to 2% and is forecast 
to moderately exceed that level for some time.

Powell thinks it is highly unlikely the Fed would raise rates this year and 
noted most central bank officials see rates near zero through 2023.

Source:  WSJ 4/15/21



Dry Powder
Private Equity Real Estate 

Source:  Prequin 7/10/20 

But with North America-focused real estate dry powder 
standing at a record $204bn as of July 2020, capital 
should begin to flow back into the market as restrictions 
are eased.



More Money Piling Coming

Source:  WSJ 9/23/20



Inflation in Construction Costs



Bernoulli’s Principal with Cap Rates

CRE investment 
before COVID:

-Office
-Multi-family
-Industrial
-Retail

CRE investment 
after COVID:

-Industrial
-Multi-family
-Office
-Retail



Cap Rates Won’t Move in Tandem



Employees Slow to Return to the Office



The Future of Capital Gains Tax

Source:  WSJ 4/30/21



The Future of the 1031 Exchange

Source:  WSJ 4/29/21



Cap Gains and 1031

• Getting rid of cap gains tax will reduce number of 
transactions

• Getting rid of the 1031 Exchange will reduce 
number of transactions

• Sellers can refinance or use a ground lease to raise 
funds.

• Buying interest would still be strong.

• It will be harder to find sellers.

• For some buyers, getting rid of cap gains and 1031 
could reduce their bid prices by 20%



The Urban Vibe is in Jeopardy 

Source:  San Francisco Chronicle 10/18/20



Source:  Newsweek 10/17/2020



"When these people come through, and 
we've lost an entire day of business which 
means that's impacting my team 
member's wages. This has been going on 
for nine months," said Jim Rice, who owns 
Fields Bar and Grill in downtown Portland. 
"Where are our resources? When do we 
get enough resources to finally go after 
and fix this?"

Source:  Washington Examiner 2/28/21

https://www.foxnews.com/us/portland-anti-ice-rioters-smash-windows-spray-paint-businesses-downtown-merchants-frustrated


Source:  Newsweek 3/17/21



Source:  WSJ  10/14/2020

Movement Away From Urban Areas



The Black Swan Event

China invades Taiwan
Japan, Korea and US Respond

The whole Pacific supply chain
is disrupted, creating supply 
shortages,  price spikes and 
production cuts all over the 
world.



WSJ 3/17/21



The Hottest Single-Family Market 
Since 2006

Fed Policy to Lower Mortgage Rates is Working Again
Supply can’t keep up with demand

Prices will continue to escalate



Source:  WSJ 3/18/21



Is There a Housing Bubble?
I see intense demand for SF houses due to:
• relentless increase in population
• a shortage of construction that has gone on for 12 years now
• a massive increase in investor demand for SF houses

a whole generation that is tired of living in apartments and being single
• a global realization that you can no longer retire with a portfolio of bonds
• an investment asset that you can get 70% leverage with a 3.5% mortgage
• an underlying fear that investors have about runaway inflation

In my opinion,
• bubbles form from unsustainable borrowing to purchase an asset
• I don't see any crazy mortgage lending schemes.
• borrowers are scrutinized before mortgages are made.
• even the millions that are behind are their mortgage payments are unlikely to 

get foreclosed because of growing equity in their home.



Higher Inflation Could Cause 
Mortgage Rates to Trend Higher

• There is always a latent fear of huge government 
deficits and growing federal debt

• The natural pressure will be for investors to 
anticipate inflation and expect higher rates.

• BUT…. the Fed will not allow mortgage rates 
to increase enough to stifle the housing 
market



Source:  WSJ 3/12/21

The ECB Just Flinched


